Comments from Evaluations “ Nurses Role in Philanthropy””
“ Being a nurse gave her a connection to the audience”

“ A practical sensitive way to present the opportunity to give”
“ Presentation was enjoyable”

“ All new to me, I am a new nurse and have never been taught philanthropy”

“ I learned to recognize the opportunities for patients to express their gratitude through giving”

“ This actually made me more aware of the opportunity for donations and how to promote a
donation. I learned that we have people to refer our patients or families to when they want to
give a gift.”
“ Instructor was knowledgeable and passionate”

“Helen is a dynamic speaker and made the content relevant”
“ Made me more comfortable with process”

“Found out who the development officer was”

“The entire process was new- utilizing information given will be important”
“ Interesting concepts, great presentation”

“ Example of hospice patient family was particularly effective- how a donation can be lost”
“ Informative on an appropriate level of learning”

“ It’s okay to refer patients to professional development team”
“ It changed the way I think of gifts from patients’
“ Importance of giving back to many patients”
“Great”

“ Very good presentation, Loved the southern accent”

“ I shouldn’t dismiss a patients thank you, they may want to do more”

“ Feel more comfortable in recognizing desire to give and where to refer”

“ Recognized the impact of patient healing when they are able to give to others”
“ I personally never thought of referring before. Now I will be more aware”
“Never thought of referring pt/families to the foundation”
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“ Informative, relevant”

“ I didn’t really know what the development office did”
“ She is eloquent and very knowledgeable”

“I had no idea we had such an active development team”

“It was very eye opening and I’m grateful to be made aware”

“ Sensitive topic that clinicians often do not know how to pursue or manage- important to know”
“ The link between giving and healing and how important it is”
“ Excellent presentation”
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